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Mold Kicks Out University of Minnesota Dormitory Residents, My Cleaning
Products Suggests Two Organic Mold Removal Sprays to Others with Similar
Problem

Mold struck University of Minnesota dormitory. My Cleaning Products suggested two organic
mold removal products to help others with the same problem.

Minneapolis, MN (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- A mold outbreak hassled a number of students in one of
University of Minnesota's dormitories. According to a report from mndaily.com, the fungus' contamination
forced the residents of Frontier Hall to transfer. In response to it, My Cleaning Products suggested two organic
mold removal solutions to everyone who's dealing with the same problem.

The news article, which was posted on October 07, 2013, stated that the mold presence was initially reported on
September 23, My Cleaning Products shared. However, it detailed that evacuation of the students to other
residence halls and university apartments only took place last weekend.

It was specified in the report that a total of 16 rooms was contaminated by the outbreak, MCP said. But as it
relayed, just residents of half of the units were forced to transfer. Nonetheless, it stated that the reported mold
contamination was said to be the worst yet in the campus.

Condensation was the cause of the problem determined in the report, MCP added. And based on it, it explained
that the mixing of hot and humid air outdoor with that from AC units indoor was what led to it.

Here's an excerpt from the post Mold Outbreak in University of Minnesota by My Cleaning Products.

“University of Minnesota has encountered its worst mold problem yet. And because of it, several students had
to move out of their Frontier Hall dormitory last weekend.

The assistant department director of Housing and Residential Life, Connie Thompson, said that there were
reports of mold prior the outbreak. However, she added that she had never dealt with a mold problem of such
scale in her 24 years of work.”

Moisture and high humidity promote mold growth. And with those elements present everywhere, My Cleaning
Products stated that the next mold outbreak could be at anyone's house. So, it stressed that everyone must be
ready to implement a prompt mold clean-up.

However, it said that mold treatment takes a lot of time and work without any help. To complete it with less
time and work, it advised the use of mold removal sprays. Moreover, to make the whole process effective and
safe, it recommended the use of Molderizer and Safe Shield.

MCP stated that both Molderizer and Safe Shield had been proven effective by hotels, hospitals and mold
removal companies. Apart from that, it pointed out that they are made with organic ingredients. And in the
absence of harsh chemicals in its contents, it asserted that one could rest assured that it is safe for health and the
environment.
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To experience their benefits, MCP encouraged the public to try the Complimentary Samples of Molderizer and
Safe Shield. As it shared, anyone could get them from MyCleaningProducts.com.
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Contact Information
My Cleaning Products
Mold Removal
http://www.mycleaningproducts.com/moldkit
1 (888) 440-3826

My Cleaning Products
Mold Removal Spray
http://www.mycleaningproducts.com/moldkit
1 (888) 440-3826

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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